OM 418 - Level 2 Classroom - Seats 16

### Equipment
- 52" LCD TV with remote control
- DVD/VCR combo unit with remote control
- Ability to connect a presenter's laptop
- Overhead projector
- Pull-down projection screen
- Chalkboards (front & hallway walls)
- Seats 16
- Tables and chairs (movable)
- Light switches by door & wooden cabinet
- Wireless internet and network access
- Phone (on wooden cabinet)
- Chalkboards (front & hallway walls)

### Powering Up the Equipment
The power for each device must be turned on separately. The wall-mounted 52" LCD TV is powered on by pressing the POWER button on the Samsung remote control.

### 52" Samsung LCD TV
The power button for the DVD/VCR is located in the lower left corner of the combo unit.

### Volume
The adjustment of volume is done using the VOL + and - buttons on the Samsung remote control.

**NOTE:** Computers have their own volume controls which may need to be adjusted separately.

### DVD or VHS Tape Playback (via the DVD/VCR combo unit)
Once the equipment is powered up, insert your disc or VHS tape into the JVC DVD/VCR combo unit. The combo unit is controlled using the buttons on the unit or the corresponding JVC remote control provided.

---

**Photos**

OM 418 seats 7 students.

OM 418 is equipped with two chalkboards.

OM 418 has been taken off line.

Lighting controls are located on the wall behind the wooden cabinet. The phone is found on the cabinet.
The DVD/VCR combo unit is located inside the wooden cabinet. The JVC DVD/VCR remote control is visible.

The LCD TV must be set to input AV1 to display the DVD/VCR image. Press the SOURCE button on the Samsung remote control until AV1 is highlighted and then press RETURN. To switch between DVD and VCR modes, press the VCR/DVD button found on the combo unit itself.

**NOTE:** You can use the P. SIZE button on the Samsung remote control to toggle between different aspect ratios. The available picture sizes for the DVD/VCR are: 16:9, Zoom1, Zoom2, 4:3.

### Connecting a Laptop

The cables needed for connecting a laptop computer are found on the wooden cabinet beneath the LCD TV.

**Using the VGA cable**

1. Plug the VGA cable into your laptop’s VGA port.
2. Plug the audio cable into your laptop's headphone jack.

3. Press the SOURCE button on the Samsung remote control until the LCD TV is set to PC and then press RETURN.

4. Turn on your laptop's power.

5. If needed, set your laptop to display on a secondary display.

Don't have a VGA port on your laptop? Visit Training & Support to find out what type of adapter is needed to connect your laptop.

NOTE: You can use the P. SIZE button on the Samsung remote control to toggle between different aspect ratios. The available picture sizes for a laptop are: 16:9, 4:3.

Powering Down the Equipment
Press the POWER button on the Samsung remote control to turn the LCD TV off. The DVD/VCR combo unit must be powered off separately.

Be sure to remove any media from the equipment before shutting it down.